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Let R be a semiprimary ring with identity element. In this paper, we
study when a factor module of a direct sum of local or colocal ^-modules of
finite length is indecomposable.
/ * SLet (E): 0->jK'->φLl—^M-*0 be a nonsplit exact sequence of right R-
modules of finite length and /f : K-^L{ be the ί
th
 coordinate map of / for each
i=l
 y « ,τz. As we will see in the paper, if M is indecomposable, then the
following condition holds:
(*) For each j=\y —,n and each A=(A,.)ί-ι: 0£, -*£,-, A/=Σ*i/i = 01=1 ί=l
implies that A t is not an isomorphism for each /=!, •••,77.
The converse is not true in general, but in Tachikawa [3] we see the con-
verse holds under rather strong conditions. Moreover in [1, section 2], we
showed that this converse assertion is still true in the case of each of three groups
of weaker conditions than those required in [3]. But in [1, Proposition 2.7],
the third group of conditions, we assumed a condition on composition lengths
of the L/s which was not assumed in the other two cases. In this paper, we
remove this condition on composition lengths and show that the condition (*)
implies the indecomposability of M if each L f is local and colocal, and each
f i is a monomorphism (see (3.3)).
In section 1, we consider the fundamental properties of the map/=(/,-) , «ι
in the sequence (E) satisfying the condition (*). Section 2 is a generalization
of tools used in [1, section 2] (this generalization is not essential to understand-
ing the main results) and in section 3 we give the main results.
Throughout the paper R is a ring with identity element, / the Jacobson
radical of R, every module is a unitary right Λ-module. We denote by Mod R
and by mod R the category of all .R-modules and 72-modules of finite length,
respectively. We call an /^-module M completely indecomposable in case the
endomorphism ring ΈndR(M) is a local ring. For maps/: K-*L and g: L—*My
and for a decomposition D: L=0/L f of Ly the notations (/, D)=(fi)'ι and
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(^D
ί
g)^=(gi)I are matrix expressions of/ and g relative to Z), respectively. The
notation 7j _LJ_ _U_ /„=/ means that the union /j U U /„=/ is disjoint. Finally,
the socle of M is denoted by soc M , the mth socle of Λf is denoted by soc
w
 M
for each /?-module M. (It is well known that if R is a semiprimary ring, soc
w
M
is equal to the left annihilator of Jm in M.)
The author would like to thank Professor T. Sumioka for his encourage-
ment and helpful advice.
1. Infusible maps
DEFINITION. Let /: K->L be a homomorphism of jR-modules, D: L—
0 Li be a decomposition of L and let (/, ί))=(/f )f1Bϊ. Then the pair (/, D) is
t = l w
said to be infusible in case for each /=!, •••, n and each A=(A, )j lι : 0 Lf - >L; ;
« ί-i
A/— Σ^ί/ί— 0 implies that A ; is not an isomorphism for each /=!, •••, n. Fur-
w = 1
ther the pair (/, D) is called fusible in case it is not infusible.
Dually, for a homomorphism g: L-+M of jR-modules and for a decomposi-
M
tion D: L~ 0 L, of L, the pair (A#) is said to be coίnfusible in case for each
ι = l n
/=!, •••,« and each A=(A l )f.ϊ: £>- * 0L ί;<§ rA = 0 implies that each A f is not
* = 1
an isomorphism for each i=\y •••, n. Further the pair (D,g) is called cofusible
if it is not coinfusible.
Finally, assume that the Λ-module L above can be written as a finite direct
sum of completely indecomposable jR-modules. Then we simply say that the
map /(resp.^) is infusible (resp. coinfusible) in case the pair (/, D) (resp. (Dyg))
is infusible (resp. coinfusible) for every decomposition D of L, and the map
/ (resp.^) is said to be fusible (resp. cofusible) if it is not infusible (resp. co-
infusible).
Proposition 1.1. (a) For α homomorphism f\ K-+L of R-modules and for
n
a decomposition D: L= 0 Lt of L, putting g: L-^Coker/(==M) the canonical
epίmorphism and (D,g)=(gi)t-ι, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) ( f , D ) is fusible.
(2) There is a homomorphism h: 0 Lf— >L; for some /=!, ••-,# such that
'
(3) gj is a split monomorphism for some j— I, •••, n.
(4) There is a split epimorphism p: Λf->Λf' (Φθ) αnrf α nonempty subset
/CΞ {1, •••, w} sw£/z that p(gi)I: 07 L,— >M' w #τι isomorphism.
Further if each Lt is completely indecomposable, then the above conditions are
equivalent to
(5) {AeEnd
Λ
(L)|A/=0}φy(Endje(L)) where J(~) denotes the Jacobson
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radical of (—}.
(a)' For a homomorphίsm g: L-*M of R-modules and for a decomposition
D: Z,= 0 Lf of Ly putting/: (K=) Ker^-^L the inclusion map and (/, Z))=(/f)Lϊ,
ι = l
the following statements are equivalent:
(!)' (D, g) is cofusible.
(2)' There is a homomorphism h: L;— > 0 Lt for some j=l, •••, n such that
Λ=to)*A _ ίφ/
(3)' /; is a split epίmorphism for some 7=!, •••, /ί.
(4)' TΆtfre is a split monomorphism q: (OΦ) K'-*K and a nonempty subset
/Q {1, •••, w} such that (fi)Jq: ^'-^0/L,- w an isomorphism.
Further if each L, is completely indecomposable, then the above conditions are
equivalent to
(5)' {AeEnd* (L) \gh=0} £/(End* (L)).
Proof. We prove only (a). (!)==> (2). If the pair (/, D) is fusible, then
there exist t0=l, ~ ,n and h: L-»L, o, // = (/£,•),•!!= i such that hf=0 and A; is an
isomorphism for some/— 1, •••, n. Since hj is an isomorphism, we may assume
i0=j and hj=lLj. Then A/=0 implies that f~ (— Ai). φy(/i)ίΦ>
(2)=^(3). Suppose that /y=Λ(/, )ίΦ> and A=(Af.)ίΦ> Taking hf=(-hlt -,
—hj-ly lLjy —hj+ly •••, — An), we have A'/=0. Therefore there is a homomorphism
^>: M-*Lj such that h'=pg. Let A y : Lj-^L be the inclusion map. Then />£/ =
pgkj—h'kj=lLr Thus ^  is a split monomorphism.
(3)-*(4). Trivial.
(4)=Φ(1). Suppose (4) holds. Taking h=pi(p(gi)ι)~1pg where ^t-: 0/L,--*
Li(i^I) is the canonical projection, we have A/=0 and A f =l L . thus (/, D) is
fusible.
If each L, is completely indecomposable, then /(End# (L)) = {(/, y) ^
«
Endj? ( 0 Li)\fij is not an isomorphism for each /,y=l, •••, w}. From this fact,
ί = 1
equivalence of (1) and (5) is immediate. //
REMARK 1. (a) There is a homomorphism/: K-+L and decompositions
D,D' of L such that (/, D) is fusible but (/, D') is infusible.
(a)' There is a homomorphism g: L— >M and decompositions D, Z)' of
L such that (D, #) is cofusible but (Z), #) is coinfusible.
For example: (a). Let Ll9 L2, L3 be nonzero Λ-modules of finite length,
L— LJ0Z/20L3 and M=L
λ
 and let £, : L{-*M be a homomorphism for each
i=ly 2, 3 such that gl is the identity, £3 is not a split monomorphism and put g=
f g(£ι><?2><?3): L-+M. Consider the following exact sequence: 0-»Ker£->L-^M— >0.
Let D: L = L10(L20L3), D': L = (L10L2)φL3 be two decompositions of L.
Then (/, D) is fusible since g1 is a split monomorphism but (/, D') is infusible
since (gl9 g2) and ^ 3 are not split monomorphisms (1, 1 3).
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(a)': Dual.
n m
REMARK 2. Let D: L= φ L, and D': L = φ N; be two decompositions
ί-i y-r
of an Λ-module L where Nj=φIjLi for each j= 1, •••, m and {1, •• ,w} =
/!-1L••• IL/W. Then from (1.1 3 and 3') it holds that
(a) For a map /: K-*L in Mod #, if (/, D') is fusible,
then(/, Z>) is fusible; and
(a)' For a map g: L-+M in ModΛ, if (D'yg) is cofusible, then (D,g) is
cofusible.
From the above remark and (1.1 5 and 5'), we obtain the following
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that an R-module L has a finite decomposition
n
D: L= © Li with each L{ completely indecomposable. Then
(a) A homomorphism f: K-*L in Mod R is infusible if and only if the pair
(/, D) is infusible and
(a)' A homomorphism g: L-+M in Mod R is coinfusible if and only if the
pair (D, g) is coinfusible.
f gREMARK. Let (E): Q-*K-*L-+M-*Q be a nonsplit exact sequence in
mod R. In [1] we called (E) a (*)-sequence iff the map / is infusible.
/ gCorollary 1.3. Let (E): Q-+K-+L-+M-*Q be a nonsplit exact sequence
in mod R. Then
(a) If M is indecomposable, f is infusible and
(a)' If K is indecomposable, g is coinfusible.
Proof. We only show that (a) holds. If /is fusible, thus (/, D) is fusible
«
for some decomposition D: L= φ L, , then from (1.1; 3) and the fact that the
sequence (E) does not split, L t is a proper nonzero direct summand of M for
some /=!, •••, n. //
REMARK, (a) There is a nonsplit monomorphism / in mod R such that
/is infusible but Coker/is decomposable.
(a)' There is a nonsplit epimorphism g in mod R such that g is coinfusi-
ble but Kerg is decomposable. /-
For example: (a) Let the exact sequence 0-+K—>L—>M—>0 be the
projective cover of M= MjφM2 where Ml and M2 are nonprojective indecom-
posables in mod R. Then/ does not split and by (1.1; 3), / is infusible but
Coker/—M is decomposable.
(a)': Dual. //
From (1.2; 2 and 2') we have
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Corollary 1.4. (a) Let K^L{ for each ί=l,2 and h:K1-^K2 be an
isomorphism. Define fι = kly f2 = k2h where k^. K ,•-*!/,• is the inclusion map for
each i—1, 2. Then h or h~l is extendable to a homomorphism Ll-^L2 or L2-*Lly
respectively iff (f, £>)—(/,-) [=1,2: K1-+L1Q)L2 is fusible.
(a)' Let K^Li for each i=l, 2 and h: L1IK1-^L2/K2 be an isomorphism.
Define g\ = hply g2=p2 where p{: Li-^L^Ki is the projection for each i= 1,2.
Then h or h'1 is lίf table to a homomorphism Ll-^L2 or L2-*Lly respectively iff
(Z), g)=(gi)i=lt2 : Ll®L2-^L2lιK2 is cofusίble. \\
The forms of (1.1 4 and 4') are mainly used to show that (/, D) is fusible
and (Z), g) is cofusible below.
2. Covering property
Recall that a functor r of Mod R to itself is called a preradical in case it
is a subfunctor of the identity functor of Mod/?, that is, for any Me Mod R;
rM^M and for any map /: M-*N in Mod R, rf: rM-^rN is the restriction
map of /. A preradical r is called a radical (resp. an idempotent preradical)
in case for any Me Mod R, r(M/rM)=0 (resp. r(rM)=rM). For any N<,M
in Mod R the notations 7V<M and N*ζ
e
M mean "ΛΓ is small in M" and 'W
is essential in M", respectively. An Λ-module M is called local (resp. colocal)
in case M has the unique maximal (resp. minimal) submodule. We denote the
composition length of M by | M \ .
n
Lemma 2.1. Let L= φ L{ and M=M1Q)M2 be decompositions of R-i - 1
modules such that each L{ is completely indecomposable and let p j \ M-*Mj denote
the projections. If f: L-*M is an isomorphism, then there exists a partition
{1, •••, n}=IlllI2 such that the restriction map p j f : φ^L,— >M, is an isomorphism
for eachj—\, 2.
Proof. See [1, Lemma 1.4].
REMARK. By induction, this Lemma holds more generally. Let M —
« r
φ L
z
 — φ MJ be direct decompositions of an jR-module M with completely
i = i y - 1
indecomposable modules L, . Then there exists a partition {1, •••, w}=/1Ji •••
J]_/
r
 such that the induced map p j i Nj-*Mj is an isomorphism for each j=l,
•• ,r where ΛΓy=φ / yL, and^>;: M-»My is the projection.
«
DEFINITION. Let D:L= φ L{ be a decomposition of an J2-module Li-l
and g: L->M, /: M-+L be homomorphisms. Then ^ is said to have the cover-
ing (resp. cocovered) property and/ is said to have the covered (resp. cocovering)
property in case for any decomposition M — M^M2 there is a decomposition
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such that the restriction maps pjg:Nj->Mj and g itself are epi-
morphisms (resp. monomorphisms) and the restriction maps qrf: Mf+Nj and /
itself are epimorphisms (resp. monomorphisms), respectively where p j i M->Mj
and qji L-*Nj are the projections. In addition, if in the definitions above, Nj
is always given by the form A7,— 0/y L{ for each 7= 1, 2 where I11LI2= {1, •••, #},
then we say that g has the D -compatible covering (resp. cocovered) property and
so on.
/ gProposition 2.2. Let 0->/£-»L-*M-»0 be a nonsplit exact sequence in
mod#, D:L= 0 L, a decomposition of L and (/,/>)=(/,-) T-ϊ, (Dyg)=(gi)ί)Lι.
Then
(a) If K is simple, then M is indecomposable iff (/, D) is infusible and g has
the D-compatitle covering property and
(b) If fι is monic and Coker/j is simple, then M is indecomposable iff (/, D)
is infusible and (£,-)m has the Q}^ Incompatible cocovered property.
The dual statements also hold.
Proof. We prove only (a) and (b). (a). (==>). By (1.3), (/, D) is infusible
and it is trivial that g has the Z)-compatible covering property. (<ι=). Suppose
M=M1ξ&M2', MΊ, M 2ΦO. Then there is a decomposition L = Nλ®N2 such
that the induced maps Nj-*Mj are epimorphisms where W/s are direct sums
of some L/s. But since K is simple, |ΛΓy | = \Mj\ for some 7= 1, 2 which means
that the map Nj-^Mj is an isomorphism. Hence (/, Z>) is fusible by (1.1).
(b). (=Φ>). Trivial. (<£=). Note that (£, )iφι is monic, since /i is monic
and Ker^<Im/. We put g0= (gi)&ι and L0= 0 L f . Suppose M=
Λf
χ> M2 =t= 0. Then there is a decomposition L0 = NΊ 0 Λ^2 such that the
maps Nj-^Mj induced by £0 are monomorphisms where ΛΓ^ 's are direct sums
of some L/s. But since Coker/j is simple and CokergQ = (g1L1-\-gQL0)lg0LQ^
giLiKgiLi Π goL0) =ftA/5ι/ι^; we have | Coker & | = 1 or 0. Hence | JVy | = | M}]
for some 7=1, 2 thus (/, D) is fusible. //
The following proposition is a generalization of [1, Lemma 2.4].
n
Proposition 2.3. Let D: L= 0 L, fe ^ decomposition of L in ModR.
Then we have
(a) For αw epimorphism g: L-*M in Mod J?, if there is a radical r such
that LijrLi is completely indecomposable for each i=l, ~>n and Ker£<rL<L,
then g has the D-compatible covering property
(a)' For a monomorphism f : M-*L in ModΛ, if there is an ίdempotent
preradίcal r such that rL{ is completely indecomposable for each i=l, " ,n and
rL<Im/, rL<
e
L, then f has the D-compatible cocovering property
(b) For a monomorphίsm g: L-+M in Mod/?, if there is an idempotent
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preradical r such that rL{ is completely indecomposable for each i=l, ••-,# and
rM^Imgy rM^
e
M, then g has the D-compatible cocovered property, and
(b)' For an epimorphism f: M— >L in ModΛ, // there is a radical r such
that LilrLi is completely indecomposable for each /—I, •••, n and Ker/< rM< M,
then j has the D-compatible covered property.
Proof, (a). Since Kerg<rL and r is a radical,
Accordingly, we get the commutative diagram
0
with exact rows where all vertical maps are isomorphisms, in particular the
induced map g: L/rL-^M/rM is an isomorphism. Now let M = M1®M2> p j \
M->Mj be the canonical projections and s: L-*L/rL, t: M-^M/rM the canonical
n
epimorphisms. Then we have L/rL= 0 s(L, ) and M/rM=ί(Λί1)φί(Λf2)
ί = l
where ^(L^^LJrL, is completely indecomposable for each i=l, ~,n. From
(2.1), we obtain that there is a partition {1, •••, n}=IlMl2 such that the restric-
tion maps pjg: @ιf(L^t(Mj) are isomorphisms. But since Ker£<rL<L,
we have rM<M thus t is a small epimorphism. Hence the restriction maps
pjg: 0/yL, - »M, are epimorphisms. The rest of the proof is similar to (a). //
The following corollary is just [1, Lemma 2.4] and its dual. But for com-
pleteness, we shall rewrite it below.
n
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a semiprimary ring, D: L= φ Z, a decomposition
of L in Mod R. Then it holds that
(a) For an epimorphism g: L->M in Mod R, if all L^s are local then g has
the D-compatible covering property
(a)' For a monomorphίsm f: M-+L in Mod R, if all L^s are colocal then
f has the D-compatible cocovering property
(b) For a monomorphism g:L->M in ModΛ, if all L^s are colocal then
g has the D-compatible cocovered property and
(b)' For an epimorphism f: M-+L in Mod Ry if all L/s are local then f
has the D-compatible covered property .
Proof, (a). In the proof of (2.3), put r=J (Jacobson radical) and note
that MJ<ζM and there is a subset /c; {1, •••,«} such that the induced map
0/ s(L{)— >MJMJ is an isomorphism since LjLJ is semisimple. The rest of
the proof is similar. //
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The following proposition is a generalization of [1, Theorem 2.5 and Pro-
position 2.6].
/ gProposition 2.5. Let Q-+K-+L-+M-+Q be a nonsplit exact sequence in
n
mod R and D: L= © L, a decomposition of L. Then it holds that
t * = l
(a) If K is simple and there is a radical r sicch that L^rL^ is indecomposable
for each ί = 1, •••, n and Ker£ < rL < L, then M is indecomposable iff (/, D) is
infusible',
(a)' If M is simple and there is an ίdempotent preradical r such that rL{
is indecomposable for each i=l, ~,n and rL<Im/, rL</JL, then K is indecom-
posable iff (D, g) is coinfusible\
(b) If fι is moniCy Coker/j is simple and there is an idempotent preradical
r such that rL, is indecomposable for each z=2, •••, n and rM^lm(gi)i^ly rM^eM,
then M is indecomposable iff (/, D) is infusible] and
(b)' If g\ is epic, Kerg
λ
 is simple and there is a radical r such that L /rL,
is indecomposable for each z—2, "-^n and Ker (/t)J^!<rM<M, then K is inde-
composable iff (D,g) is coίnfusible, where (fyD)=(fi)^n1 and (D,g) = (gi)t'Lι.
Proof. Clear from (2.2), (2.3) and the fact that every indecomposable
module of finite length is completely indecomposable. //
The following corollary is just [1, Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6] and
their duals.
/ gCorollary 2.6. Let R be a semίprimary ring and Q-*K-+L-*M-*Q be a
n
nonsplit exact sequence in mod R, and let D: L= φ L t be a decomposition of L.i = 1
Then it holds that
(a) If K is simple and all L{'s are local, then M is indecomposable iff (/, D)
is infusible]
(a)' // M is simple and all Lfs are colocal, then K is indecomposable iff
(D,g) is coίnfusίble\
(b) If f\ is monic, Coker/j is simple and L{ is colocal for each i=2y •••,#,
then M is indecomposable iff (/, D) is infusible] and
(b)' If gi is epic, Ker^ is simple and L{ is local for each i=2, •••, n, then
K is indecomposable iff (D,g) is coinfusible, where ( f
ί
D ) = (fi)^rί and (D,g) =
ω. -i //
REMARK. (2.6.a) is also a generalization of [2, Theorem 3.7] in the semi-
primary case.
3. Main results
Throughout this section, we assume that R is a semiprimary ring and every
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module is of finite length. For a map u: M->N in mod /?, the notation u:
M>* N (resp. u\ M-~+>N) means that// is a monomorphism (resp. an epimor-
phism). We denote by h(M) the height (=Loewy length) of M for each M
in mod/?, namely Λ(M) = min {we ΛΓU {0}|M/' = 0}=min{meΛΓU {0}|soclllM=
M} where we put MJ°=M, socQM=0.
Lemma 3.1. Consider the maps
u v
D >-» d « — E@F
in mod R and put h=h(F). Then it holds that
(a) If F is colocal, DJh~l^
e
D and EJh~l*ζ
e
E, then v or vf is an isomor-
phism', and
(b) If DJh^
e
D, then v' is an isomorphism.
Proof, (a). From the maps above we get
Djk-ι >_!!
ii vf
Ejk~ι >_» CTJA-I « - j j jΓA-i
Since F is colocal, FJh'l=soc F is simple and hence \EJh~l\ < \DJk~l\ < I
Therefore \DJk-l\ = \EJk~l\ or IZ)/*"1^ I^7*"Ί + 1- Thus v'\DJh~l or
v\(EJh-l®FJh~l) is a monomorphism. But since .DJh~l^
e
D and EJh~l®
FJh~l ^
e
E®F, we see ίAαί z;' or ϊ; is a monomorphism hence an isomorphism.
(b) Similar to (a). //
Dually we have
Lemma 3.1'. Consider the maps
u v
D« - d >-> E@F
E<t—C2>^ D
in mod R and put h=h(F). Then it holds that
(a) If F is local, soch.lD<^D and SOCA ^ E^E, then v or v' is an isomor-
phism-, and
(b) If sochD<ζD, then v' is an isomorphism. //
Now we state our main results.
/ gTheorem 3.2. Let Q-+K-+L-+M-+Q be a nonsplit exact sequence in
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n
mod./? where L= 0 L, (#>2), fl9 the first coordinate map of f , is a monomor-/ = !
phism and Ll9 •••, Ln are local and colocaL If it holds either
(a) h(Ll)=mmin=sι A(L, ), Lλ is local and colocal\ or
(b) A(L1)<min|.φl A(L, ), Lλ is local,
then M is indecomposable iff f is infusible.
n
Proof. (==>). By (1.3). (Φ=). Let D be the decomposition: L= 0 Lf and
ί =1
M=Ml@M2\ M19 M2ΦO, />,: M-^M{ be the canonical projections. Put
(A £)—(?!)' =ι Since all L/s are local, £ has the Incompatible covering pro-
perty. On the other hand noting that (gi)i^ι is monic since /
α
 is, we see that
(gί)i*ι nas tne Θ, φι-ίτ compatible cocovered property since all L/s (/=(=!) are
colocal. Hence there are partitions {1, •• ,n} = I1llI2 and {2, •• ,n}=JllLj2
such that
Here we may assume le/p Put Gj=IjΓ\Jj and Ή~]
 j—Gj for each j — 1, 2.
Then noting that /
x
— G
x
 — jy2iL {1} and I2~G2 = Hly the following diagram is
induced:
where My=My/£y£(0GyL, ), since for any G^/e {1, ..-, w} and any w:
we have a commutative diagram
U
-
I
,
i -1 i
with exact rows from which we see that the induced map v: Θ/-G A
is monic (resp. epic) if u is monic (resp. epic).
(i) In case (a) is satisfied. Put h = h(L1). Then for any subset /c;
{1, •••,/*}, we have that soc(θ7Lt ) < (Θ/L,-)/*"1 since socL i = Li/*(£i>"1<
L;/*"1 for all x'e 7. Hence from (S.l.a), we obtain that \M{ \ = | (Θ^AOΘA i
or IM^I-ie^A l . Therefore \M,\ = \ θ7ιL,| or |M2| = |0/aL f.| since
pj(gi)cj are monomorphisms. Thus /is fusible.
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(ii) In case (b) holds. Similarly we can use (3.1.b) to get
thus I M2 1 = I 0/2 Li I and / is fusible. //
/ gCorollary 3.3. Let Q-*K^>L-+M-*Ό be a nonsplit exact sequence in
n
modΛ, D: L= 0 L, (n>2) a decomposition of L and (/, Z))=(/i)Li. Suppose
i-l
that each Lj is local and colocal, and each /t is a monomorphίsm. Then M is in-
decomposable iff f is infusible //
Dually we obtain
f gTheorem 3.2'. Let 0 — >K-*L-+M— >0 be a nonsplit exact sequence in
modΛ, D: L= θ L; (n^2) a decomposition of L and (D,g)=(g$-ϊ Suppose
that g1 is an epimorphism and L2, -••> Ln are local and colocal. If it holds either
(a) A(L1)=min, lι A(Lf ), L1 is local and colocal' or
(b) A(L1)<mintφ1A(Lί ), Lλ is colocal,
then K is indecomposable iff g is coinfusible. //
Corollary 3.3'. In the same situation as above. Suppose that all L/s are
local and colocal, and all gfs are epimorphisms. Then K is indecomposable iff
g is coinfusible. //
REMARK. (3.2) is also a generalization of [2, Theorem 4.2 and Proposi-
tion 4.3] in the semiprimary case.
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